How To Read Shakespeare

Shakespeares legacy is all around us - in
our books and our films, in our politics and
in our everyday speech. With his words he
has formed our world, and his influence
has been greater than that of any other
writer. So what makes Shakespeares plays
so powerful? Taking a single word from
each of the seven most influential plays,
Nicholas Royle opens up the delights and
complexities of Shakespeares language for
the reader, teaching us to discover his work
anew.

How to Study Shakespeare. 1) Read a great plot synopsis. 2) Find an annotated copy of the work you would like to read.
3) Get comfortable and read once through the play. 4) Rent, buy, or borrow from your local library the BBC production
of the play. 5) It is time to read the play again. Related Articles.Intent upon letting the reader experience the pleasure
and intellectual stimulation in reading these classic authors, the How to Read series provides a contextAs others have
stated, the order in which you read Shakespeare is more about introducing yourself to his tropes and techniques than it is
about following anyI remember the astonishment I felt when I first read Shakespeare. I expected to receive a powerful
esthetic pleasure, but having read, one after the other, worksShakespeareperhaps the greatest literary artist in
historypresents a fundamental paradox to his audience. No other Western writer is so celebrated and If youve ever
studied Shakespeare in high school, theres a good chance that you think its dry, horrible stuff: excruciating sentence
structures,Few critics would rank King John or Cymbeline among Shakespeares best plays, so dont start there. Begin
your Shakespeare reading with Romeo and Juliet or A Midsummer Nights Dream. In addition to being two of his best
plays, they are also two of his most accessible. 5) Dont skip the soliloquies. Shakespeare dialogue is easier to read aloud
than you think. Everything you need can be found in the dialogue if you know what to look for.Before you start to read
Shakespeares plays, you will want to take a look at some of the language uses that might stand in your way of
understanding the script.In just a few pages, the author manages to unearth the full richness of the Bard, opening the
readers mind and asking questions rather than providing glib, easy - 7 min - Uploaded by ArtsandArchUnderstanding
Shakespeares Language: Part 1. ArtsandArch . How and Why We Read - 5 min - Uploaded by Lincoln Learning
SolutionsThis video explains how to read a Shakespearean play. For more free educational resources William
Shakespeare (1564-1616) is perhaps the most famous as well as strangest and most inventive poet and dramatist of all
time. Although dead for Is there a secret to comprehending Shakespeare? Id really like to read him, and any hints would
be appreciated. My friend is not a philistine - 15 min - Uploaded by Books for MKsDoes Shakespeares language seem
impossible to you? Do you struggle to make Then use Probably the number one complaint about reading Shakespeare
is that it doesnt always read like normal English. Its a natural and legitimate accusation.
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